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McFarland brawl latest
details

Never Look Back slays
Venice

The glamorous-yet-raunchy drama is set to scoop the
Golden Lion award at the Venice Film Festival,
writes our star reporter Cruz Vicente.

Landor and Lyra
an item?
Maybe… (not)

Tech mogul Landor Hammond
and pop sensation Lyra Spark
have been seen in each other’s
company recently, and rumor
has it that Lyra is staying aboard
Landor’s luxury yacht the
Casanova. Might wedding bells be
in the air? Here’s a statement
from Landor’s PA, Courtney
Keller.

Troubled director Clay McFarland in punch-up on the
set of Never Look Back – “I was trying to protect MaryLou Sinclair,” says hero hottie Daniel Setters!

Célestine’s rancid
wine: hear it all
New arrival on the celebrity
scene, Célestine de Vincennes,
with a heartbreaking-yetbeautiful tale of the decayed
family vineyards, and noble
blood fallen on hard times, as
told to Cruz Vicente.
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Tindall: my
struggle

EXCLUSIVE: The latest from racy
film memoir The Child in the Sailor
Suit. “There’s no movie script yet,
but it won’t be hard to create
one, if the person I’m thinking of
will come on board!” – Tindall
Nobbs spills the beans!
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What happened yesterday
Around 1000: the Casanova anchored in Venice lagoon. It is too
big to come close in to the harbor, so travel to and from the city is
via small boats. It has one dinghy itself, which any of the
passengers can pilot: and also water-taxis can be summoned at
any time.
1000–1900: various people went to run personal errands in the
city, but most stayed aboard the yacht.
2000: everyone traveled from the Casanova into the city to attend
the film festival awards and gala dinner.
0000: the dinner event finished.
0100: by this time, everyone except Clay (who had decided to
remain in the city for more drinking) was back on board the
Casanova. The crew retired for the night; so, after this time, it is
not known who may have gone from the yacht to the city, or vice
versa, whether by dinghy or by water-taxi.
0430–0500: at some point in this period, Clay was killed, in St
Mark’s Square in the centre of the city.
0715: Clay’s body was found. The police investigation started.
Now: Clay’s death has been linked to the Casanova, traces of his
blood have been found in its dinghy, and everyone has been
confined to their cabins.
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